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What could be better than breasts in Minecraft? How about massive chests the size of a house that can carry an insane amount of items? Colossal mod chests allows you to make humongous chests out of multiple blocks, as long as no matter how size you end up working with manages to still include a colossal chest core unit. They don't
really have to be in the middle of a giant chest either - those should be hollow and empty of any blocks or items, so the name can be a bit confusing for first-time users of this fashion. However, these colossal chests work just like smaller, standard chests. This means they can store goods - with the amount of space equal however many
chests have gone into the construction of colossal breasts. Colossal mod chests allow chests featuring multiple windows worth of storage space, and one humongous chest can be enough to hold on to everything you have or ever own in a world of survival or hardcore. You can even attach bins and tubes to your chest to feed and spit out
items according to how you tell the breasts to behave. In shape, style and even function, colossal chests are just as smaller, only larger. It can be both good and bad. That's good because you can store everything you have in one central place - a place that will also be easy to see from afar thanks to a humongous treasure chest marking
it. On the other hand, if one part of your colossal chest explodes, it will all get ruined and items will be dumped all over the world. You can lose literally everything you've saved if a TNT block or a hapless caviar vine manages to get a jump on you. Thus, Colossal fashion chests are pretty good, but not perfect at all. How to install Colossal
Mod Chests? Download the Forge installer, open it and install the Open Minecraft launcher and select Forge in the Profile List Click Edit profile, and then open the game Dir game, this opens the game folder Create a new folder called mods Download mod and cyclop core and put it in the mod folder Colossal chests allow you to create
custom breast sizes that can massively dwarf regular breasts as the size so in capacity. Essentially with a colossal chest core unit and chest walls, you can make any breast size you want up to the (customizable) limit. Chests will gradually increase in capacity with how much more they get. Much larger ones have scrolling stocks because
the storage is so large. You can also upgrade them from standard wooden chests in general to obsidian for greater durability. And most likely, for comedic influences, the most colossal breasts of them all can't live up to many expectations. Forum for this fashion in exile gives detailed instructions on exactly how to build these chests as well
as many changes to them, and this mod requires an additional API to find here. In here. Guide to Colossal Chests, 3.57/5 (87 votes) Earlier today I played Sky Factory and I tried to add another interface to my colossal breasts, so I can enter things, but then my game crashed and I lost all my items from a few months of play, anyone knows
how to fix it, if at all can fix it, thanks in advance Hey guys, just finished my 16x16x16 chest colassal block, but every time I click the core it gives me the following message of ColossalChests: Expected exactly 1 of the Colossal Chest, while 0 were found. I tried moving my core and it still wouldn't work. Any suggestions that don't require me
to dismantle it all? Thing? colossal chest minecraft 1.12.2. minecraft colossal chest tutorial. minecraft colossal chest search. minecraft colossal chest sorting. minecraft colossal chest inventory size. minecraft move colossal chest. minecraft colossal chest mod 1.7.10
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